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Welfarist principles for social evaluation rank social alternatives using information about
individual well-being (welfare, utility) alone, ignoring non-welfare information. As a result,
those principles regard things such as liberty, freedom of expression or a healthy environ-
ment as desirable because of their contribution to well-being. Welfarist principles can,
however, account for the needs of the disadvantaged and give priority to worse-oﬀ people.
Principles that are inequality-averse in utilities have this property and utilitarianism—
which is insensitive to utility inequality—gives priority to those who beneﬁt most in terms
of well-being. Thus, if individual utility is a strictly concave function of consumption, the
criterion used for the allocation of resources favours the disadvantaged.
Welfarism does not, by itself, have conservative implications for economic policy. As
an example, there are many objections, consistent with welfarism, to markets for body
parts (such as kidneys) for transplantation: sellers may favour short-term gain over their
own long-term well-being; sellers may be poorly informed; buyers may have monopsony
power over desperate sellers; inequality of well-being may be increased; and criminal ac-
quisition of body parts may increase. The desirability of such markets therefore depends
on factual information in addition to the principle for social evaluation, welfarist or not,
that is employed.
Sen [1987] has criticized welfarism on the grounds that preferences or desires may not
always be consistent with well-being, noting that individual preferences may be aﬀected
by incomplete information and that “the underdog comes to terms with social inequalities
by bringing desires in line with feasibilities” (Sen [1987, p. 11]). Because of this, welfarist
principles should be coupled with accounts of well-being, such as those of Broome [1991],
Griﬃn [1986], Mongin and d’Aspremont [1998] and Sumner [1996], that take account of
information problems, are based on individuals’ subjective self-interest and are compre-
hensive enough to capture all aspects of the good life. Due to the complete-information
and self-interest qualiﬁcations of these accounts, expressed preferences may not always be
consistent with individual well-being. Without such accounts of well-being, the appeal of
the welfarism axioms would be signiﬁcantly diminished.
A principle for social evaluation is a social-evaluation functional which associates an
ordering of the alternatives with each possible information proﬁle. Such a functional is
welfarist if and only if there is a single social-evaluation ordering of utility vectors such
that, for all information proﬁles, the ranking of any two alternatives is given by the ranking
of the corresponding utility vectors without regard to non-welfare information.
Conventional social-choice theory employs multiple proﬁles of welfare (utility) infor-
mation only: non-welfare information is implicitly ﬁxed. In that setting, welfarism is a
consequence of the axioms unlimited domain, Pareto indiﬀerence and binary independence
1of irrelevant alternatives.1 Because non-welfare information is ﬁxed, it is impossible to dis-
cern the way in which a principle makes use of it. For that, multiple non-welfare proﬁles
are needed.
In this paper, we present a characterization of welfarism in a framework in which
both social and individual non-welfare information may vary across information proﬁles.
Social non-welfare information may include information about the presence or absence of
democratic institutions or freedom of the press. Individual non-welfare information may
include length of life, whether the person has a propensity to work hard and whether he
or she likes classical music.
Each information proﬁle includes a vector of individual utility functions which rep-
resent welfare information and a vector of functions which describe social and individual
non-welfare information.2 In that setting, the independence axiom is formulated in terms
of both welfare and non-welfare information and it, together with unlimited domain and
Pareto indiﬀerence, is used to make a case in favour of welfarism.
Our approach permits a compelling justiﬁcation of anonymous welfarism. The stan-
dard axiom requires the social ordering to be unaﬀected by a permutation of utility func-
tions across individuals with non-welfare information unchanged. It is possible, however,
that some individual may have non-welfare characteristics, such as being hardworking,
that may be thought to justify special consideration and this lessens the ethical attractive-
ness of the axiom. By contrast, our anonymity axiom requires the social ordering to be
unaﬀected if both utility functions and individual non-utility-information functions are per-
muted. Together with a restriction on the ranges of the individual non-welfare-information
functions (which is needed to ensure that permuted proﬁles are well-deﬁned) and our other
conditions, it implies that the social-evaluation ordering must be anonymous: it ranks all
permutations of any utility vector as equally good.
If, in any two alternatives, each person is equally well oﬀ, the Pareto-indiﬀerence
axiom requires the two alternatives to be ranked as equally good. Pareto indiﬀerence
is implied by an axiom based on the view that, if one alternative is ranked as better
than another, it must be better for at least one person (Goodin [1991]). Without this
requirement, we run the risk of recommending social changes that are empty gestures,
beneﬁtting no one and, perhaps, harming some or all. We use this intuition, which is
fundamental for welfarist social evaluation, to underline the ethical appeal of the Pareto-
indiﬀerence requirement. Pareto indiﬀerence is employed in our theorems because the
stronger axiom is not needed to prove the results. See Blackorby, Bossert and Donaldson
1 See, for example, Blackorby, Bossert and Donaldson [2002], Bossert and Weymark [2003], d’Aspremont
and Gevers [1977], Guha [1972], Hammond [1979], Sen [1977, 1979] and Weymark [1998].
2 See also Kelsey [1987] and Roberts [1980] for approaches to social choice where non-welfare information
is explicitly modelled.
2[2002] for a discussion of the relationship between various Pareto axioms and Goodin’s
intuition.
In Section 2, we discuss accounts of individual well-being that we consider suitable in
connection with welfarist social evaluation. Section 3 contains the deﬁnitions of our nota-
tion, the welfarism axioms and social-evaluation functionals. In Section 4, we prove that
any social-evaluation functional with an unlimited domain that satisﬁes Pareto indiﬀer-
ence and binary independence of irrelevant alternatives must be welfarist, disregarding all
non-welfare information. In Section 5, we characterize welfarist social-evaluation orderings
that are anonymous. Section 6 concludes.
2. Individual well-being
We begin with a discussion of the accounts of individual well-being that are, in our opin-
ion, the most suitable for welfarist social evaluation. Because welfarist principles regard
individual well-being as the only entity with intrinsic value, the account of well-being that
is used in a welfarist principle should be comprehensive enough to capture all aspects of
the good life. Such accounts are provided by Broome [1991], Griﬃn [1986], Mongin and
d’Aspremont [1998] and Sumner [1996].
Bentham [1789, 1973] understands individual well-being in terms of pleasure and pain.
Life is seen as a series of pleasurable or painful experiences, diﬀering only in intensity and
duration, and well-being or utility is seen as an aggregate that measures overall hedonic
value. Although this view has been rejected as too narrow, it contains the important idea
that well-being is mediated by experience (see Griﬃn [1986, Chapter 1]). If someone’s
experiences are identical in two alternatives, therefore, he or she must be equally well oﬀ
in both. We ﬁnd this view attractive, but it is not needed for welfarism. As an example, it
has been suggested that events that occur after a person’s death may inﬂuence his or her
well-being. Although it is not our own, this view can be made consistent with an account
of individual well-being. Note that events that take place after someone’s death are very
diﬀerent from expectations regarding the events that may occur after life is over.
Bentham’s theory implies that individual well-being is subjective: if one alternative
is better than another for someone, it must be better for the person who is the subject of
the life, not better by some external standard. A theory treats well-being as subjective if
it makes it depend, at least in part, on some actual or hypothetical attitude on the part
of the person (see Sumner [1996, Chapter 2]).
It is diﬃcult to maintain that all the elements of the good life are reducible to pleasure
and pain. Both pleasure and pain are complex, multi-faceted experiences. In addition,
enjoyment, freedom from anxiety, good health, limbs and senses that work well, length of
3life (when it is worth living), autonomy, liberty, understanding, accomplishment, satisfy-
ing work and good human relationships also make signiﬁcant contributions to well-being.
Moreover, there is a moral dimension to well-being. Most people value being moral agents
and they want to contribute to a better world.
A ‘list’ view of well-being (Griﬃn [1986]) uses an enumeration of basic elements of
the good life such as the one above. A ceteris paribus increase in any element on the list
increases well-being. But individual people may diﬀer in the way that the items on the list
contribute to their welfare. It may be best for a person not to be autonomous, for example,
if he or she is plagued by anxiety. In addition, the importance of an ability depends on
the skills a person has and intends to use. A musician might place a great value on the
ability to move his or her ﬁngers quickly.
Sumner [1996] presents an account of well-being that focuses on happiness. Happiness
is equated with life satisfaction “which has both an aﬀective component (experiencing the
conditions of your life as fulﬁlling and rewarding) and a cognitive component (judging that
your life is going well for you)” (p. 172). Like Griﬃn, Sumner allows for many determinants
of well-being but sees their importance in their contribution to happiness. Self-evaluations
are useful as long as the person is informed and autonomous.
Desire and preference accounts identify well-being with the satisfaction of self-interest-
ed individual wants.3 The (hypothetical) person must be fully informed and, for that
reason, the preferences thus identiﬁed do not, in general, coincide with actual preferences.
Sen [1987, p. 11] criticizes such accounts of well-being on the grounds that “the battered
slave, the broken unemployed, the hopeless destitute, the tamed housewife, may have the
courage to desire little.” This observation points to the need for full-information and,
possibly, autonomy qualiﬁcations.
A theory of ‘functionings and capabilities,’ presented by Sen [1985], is similar to a list
view of well-being with an added dimension. Functionings are the ‘doings and beings’ a
person achieves. Reﬁning the list of possible functionings to the list actually used is seen
as a valuational exercise and aggregation of the items on the resulting list is inﬂuenced by
individual diﬀerences. Unlike in Griﬃn’s approach, Sen views capabilities as opportunities
to achieve various functionings and they are seen as valuable in themselves.4 The presence
of capabilities on Sen’s list gives him a way to value individual liberty.
It is possible to employ Sen’s theory in a welfarist context, nevertheless. What is
needed is an individual goodness relation which ranks all the possible combinations of
functionings and capabilities. Although the resulting view of well-being would be more
3 See Broome [1991], Griﬃn [1986], Mongin and d’Aspremont [1998] and Sumner [1996] for discussions.
4 Nussbaum [2000a,b] focuses almost exclusively on capabilities. For a discussion of Sen’s approach,
see Sumner [1996, pp. 60–68].
4objective than the ones considered above, there would be no diﬃculty in using it with
welfarist principles.
To summarize, our view is that theories of well-being such as the ones of Griﬃn and
Sumner capture the complexities of individual well-being best. Both are subjective and
provide the comprehensive accounts needed if welfarist social rankings are to assign value
to things such as liberty, freedom and good human relationships.
3. Basic deﬁnitions
The set of all positive integers is denoted by Z++ and the set of real numbers by R.F o r
n ∈Z ++, let Rn be the n-fold Cartesian product of R. Our notation for vector inequalities
is ≥, > and  .
The (ﬁxed) set of individuals is N = {1,...,n} with n ∈Z ++. The set of alternatives
is X, and we assume that it contains at least three elements.
A utility (welfare) proﬁle is an n-tuple U =( U1,...,U n), where Ui:X →Ris the
utility function of individual i ∈ N. Utility is an index of individual well-being. The set
of all possible utility proﬁles is U, and we write U(x)=( U1(x),...,U n(x)) for all x ∈ X
and for all U ∈U.
Non-welfare information is described by a proﬁle K =( K0,K 1,...,K n), where
K0:X →S 0 is a function that associates social non-welfare information with each alterna-
tive in X and, for all i ∈ N, Ki:X →S i associates individual non-welfare information for
individual i with each alternative in X. The set S0  = ∅ is the set of possible values of social
non-welfare information and, for all i ∈ N, Si  = ∅ is the set of possible values for individual
i’s non-welfare information. The set of all possible proﬁles of non-welfare information is
K and, for all x ∈ X and for all K ∈K ,w edeﬁne K(x)=( K0(x),K 1(x),...,K n(x)).
The set of all orderings on X is denoted by O.A social-evaluation functional is a
mapping F:D→O , where D⊆U×Kand D  = ∅.W euse the notation Υ = (U,K) and,
for convenience, we deﬁne RΥ = F(Υ) for all Υ ∈D . The asymmetric and symmetric
factors of RΥ are denoted by PΥ and IΥ.F urthermore, we write Υ(x)=( U(x),K(x)) for
all x ∈ X and for all Υ ∈D .
The ﬁrst axiom we introduce is a generalization of the standard unlimited-domain
assumption. We assume that the social-evaluation functional is capable of producing a
social ordering for all logically possible proﬁles of welfare and non-welfare information.
Unlimited Domain: D = U×K .
Although unlimited domain requires all possible proﬁles of non-welfare information to
be in the domain of the social-evaluation functional, the sets of possibilities for non-welfare
information can be diﬀerent for diﬀerent individuals. As an example, consider a society
5of two individuals and four alternatives in which, for simplicity, there is no social non-
welfare information and individual non-welfare information consists in specifying whether
the person is fat (f)o rthin (t). Person 1 can be fat or thin so S1 = {f,t}, but person 2
is thin in all proﬁles so S2 = {t}. The possibilities for the two individuals are, therefore,
(f,t) and (t,t) and, by suitable choice of a non-welfare proﬁle in K, they can be assigned
independently to the four alternatives. Consequently, there are sixteen proﬁles in K.I fSi
is a singleton for all i ∈ N,asingle proﬁle is produced but, in it, non-welfare information
is not necessarily the same in all alternatives. Thus, the standard ﬁxed non-welfare-
information proﬁle is not a special case.
The assumption that the domain is a Cartesian product is important in the proofs of
our theorems. It might be argued that certain non-welfare characteristics, such as extreme
disabilities, limit the possibilities for well-being. Because proﬁles in the domain are used
to investigate the properties of social-evaluation functionals, however, the multi-proﬁle
approach uses all possible proﬁles, including ‘unlikely’ ones. Alternatively, it is possible to
classify individual preferences, which are normally correlated with well-being, as a kind of
non-welfare information. Preferences can and do reveal information about well-being, at
least when people are fully informed, rational and autonomous adults. For that reason,
preferences should not be regarded as independent components of non-welfare information.
It is possible to restrict the domain somewhat by making the sets S0,S1,...,Sn
conditional on the utility vector achieved in an alternative. Although this is a technical
possibility, we do not believe that it increases the power of the theorems signiﬁcantly and
we therefore use the simpler domain.
Pareto indiﬀerence requires any two alternatives to be ranked as equally good when-
ever each individual is equally well oﬀ in both.
Pareto Indiﬀerence: For all x,y ∈ X and for all Υ ∈D ,i fU(x)=U(y), then xIΥy.
Our Pareto-indiﬀerence assumption is diﬀerent from the usual one in welfare economics
which is applied to preferences rather than well-being. The intent of the standard assump-
tion is, however, to use preferences as a proxy for well-being. If preferences and well-being
generate the same ranking of alternatives, the two conditions coincide.
Binary independence of irrelevant alternatives is a condition that ensures consistency
across proﬁles. It requires the social ranking of any two alternatives to depend on the utility
and non-welfare information associated with those two alternatives only. An important
property of this axiom is that it does not prevent non-welfare information from being taken
into consideration.
6Binary Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives: For all x,y ∈ X and for all Υ, ¯ Υ ∈
D,i fΥ ( x)=¯ Υ(x) and Υ(y)=¯ Υ(y), then
xRΥy ⇔ xR¯ Υy.
We conclude this section with a formulation of strong neutrality. If the utility vectors
for alternatives x and y in one proﬁle are the same as the utility vectors for two (possibly
diﬀerent) alternatives z and w in another, strong neutrality requires the ranking of x and
y by the social ordering associated with the ﬁrst proﬁle to be the same as the ranking of
z and w by the social ordering associated with the second.
Strong Neutrality: For all x,y,z,w ∈ X and for all Υ, ¯ Υ ∈D ,i fU(x)=¯ U(z) and
U(y)=¯ U(w), then
xRΥy ⇔ zR¯ Υw.
4. Welfarism
Our ﬁrst step toward proving a welfarism theorem with multiple non-welfare proﬁles con-
sists of showing that unlimited domain, Pareto indiﬀerence and binary independence of ir-
relevant alternatives together imply that the social ordering cannot depend on non-welfare
information. It is easy to see why this is the case if there are four or more alternatives.
Welfare Information Non-Welfare Information
x y z w x y z w
Proﬁle Υ u v k  
Proﬁle Υ1 u v u v k   ¯ k ¯  
Proﬁle Υ2 u v u v ¯ k ¯   ¯ k ¯  
Proﬁle ¯ Υ u v ¯ k ¯  
Table 1
In Table 1, x, y, z and w are distinct alternatives, entries under the welfare-information
heading are utility vectors and entries under the non-welfare-information heading are non-
welfare-information vectors. In proﬁle Υ, utility vectors for x and y are u ∈R n and
v ∈R n and non-welfare information vectors for x and y are k ∈S 0 ×S 1 × ...×S n and
7  ∈S 0 ×S 1 × ...×S n.I n proﬁle ¯ Υ, utility vectors for x and y are the same, but the
non-welfare-information vectors may be diﬀerent and are denoted by ¯ k and ¯  . Information
for all other alternatives is unspeciﬁed and can be anything in the domain.
We show that the ranking of x and y by RΥ, the ordering corresponding to proﬁle Υ,
is the same as the ranking of x and y by R¯ Υ, the ordering corresponding to proﬁle ¯ Υ. To
do so, we construct two other proﬁles which are feasible by unlimited domain. Proﬁle Υ1
coincides with proﬁle Υ on x and y but is speciﬁed for z and w.B ybinary independence
of irrelevant alternatives, the rankings of x and y by RΥ and RΥ1 are the same. Because
the pairs (x,z) and (y,w)h ave the same utility vectors, Pareto indiﬀerence requires RΥ1
to declare x and z to be equally good and y and w to be equally good. Consequently, the
two pairs are ranked in the same way by RΥ1. Proﬁles Υ1 and Υ2 coincide on z and w
and, by binary independence, the rankings of z and w by RΥ1 and RΥ2 are identical . In
addition, Pareto indiﬀerence requires RΥ2 to rank the pairs (x,y) and (z,w)i nthe same
way. Because proﬁles Υ2 and ¯ Υ coincide on x and y, binary independence requires the
rankings of x and y by RΥ2 and R¯ Υ to be the same. Together, these observations prove
the result.
The above discussion provides only a partial demonstration. The additional com-
plexity in the following proof is a consequence of the possibility that X may contain three
distinct elements only.
Theorem 1: If F satisﬁes unlimited domain, Pareto indiﬀerence and binary indepen-
dence of irrelevant alternatives, then, for all x,y ∈ X and for all Υ, ¯ Υ ∈Dsuch that
U(x)=¯ U(x) and U(y)=¯ U(y),
xRΥy ⇔ xR¯ Υy. (1)
Proof. Let x,y ∈ X and Υ, ¯ Υ ∈Dbe such that U(x)=¯ U(x) and U(y)=¯ U(y). Let
u = U(x)=¯ U(x), v = U(y)=¯ U(y), k = K(x),   = K(y), ¯ k = ¯ K(x) and ¯   = ¯ K(y).
Because X contains at least three alternatives, there exists z ∈ X \{ x,y}.B yunlimited
domain, we can deﬁne the proﬁles Υ1,Υ 2,Υ 3 and Υ4 as follows. Let Υ1(x)=( u,k),
Υ1(y)=( v, ), Υ1(z)=( v, ¯  ), Υ2(x)=( u,k), Υ2(y)=( v, ¯  ), Υ2(z)=( v, ¯  ), Υ3(x)=
(u,k), Υ3(y)=( v, ¯  ), Υ3(z)=( u,¯ k), Υ4(x)=( u,¯ k)Υ 4(y)=( v, ¯  ) and Υ4(z)=( u,¯ k).
By binary independence of irrelevant alternatives, we have
xRΥy ⇔ xRΥ1y.
By Pareto indiﬀerence, yIΥ1z and it follows that
xRΥ1y ⇔ xRΥ1z.
Using binary independence again, we obtain
xRΥ1z ⇔ xRΥ2z.
8By Pareto indiﬀerence, zIΥ2y and, therefore,
xRΥ2z ⇔ xRΥ2y.
Now binary independence implies
xRΥ2y ⇔ xRΥ3y.
By Pareto indiﬀerence, xIΥ3z and it follows that
xRΥ3y ⇔ zRΥ3y.
Using binary independence again, we obtain
zRΥ3y ⇔ zRΥ4y.
By Pareto indiﬀerence, zIΥ4x and it follows that
zRΥ4y ⇔ xRΥ4y.
Using binary independence once more, we obtain
xRΥ4y ⇔ xR¯ Υy.
Combining the above equivalences, (1) results.
If two proﬁles have the same welfare proﬁles, Theorem 1 demonstrates that the cor-
responding social orderings must be identical. Analogously to the standard single-non-
welfare-proﬁle environment (see, for example, Blau [1976], Bossert and Weymark [2003],
d’Aspremont and Gevers [1977], Guha [1972] and Sen [1977]), it is straightforward to
show that Pareto indiﬀerence and binary independence of irrelevant alternatives together
are equivalent to strong neutrality if F satisﬁes unlimited domain.
Theorem 2: Suppose F satisﬁes unlimited domain. F satisﬁes Pareto indiﬀerence and
binary independence of irrelevant alternatives if and only if F satisﬁes strong neutrality.
Proof. First, suppose that F satisﬁes strong neutrality. That binary independence of
irrelevant alternatives is satisﬁed follows from setting x = z and y = w in the deﬁnition of
strong neutrality. To show that Pareto indiﬀerence is implied, let U = ¯ U and y = z = w.
Strong neutrality implies that xRΥy if and only if yRΥy whenever U(x)=U(y). Because
RΥ is reﬂexive, this implies xIΥy.
Now suppose that F satisﬁes unlimited domain, Pareto indiﬀerence and binary inde-
pendence of irrelevant alternatives. By Theorem 1, we know that non-welfare information
is irrelevant. Consider two proﬁles Υ, ¯ Υ ∈Dand four (not necessarily distinct) alternatives
x,y,z,w ∈ X such that U(x)=¯ U(z)=u and U(y)=¯ U(w)=v.
9By unlimited domain, there exist proﬁles Υ1,Υ2,Υ3,Υ4 ∈Dsuch that U1(x)=u,
U1(y)=v, U1(w)=v, U2(x)=u, U2(y)=v, U2(w)=v, U3(x)=u, U3(y)=v,
U3(z)=u, U4(y)=v, U4(z)=u and U4(w)=v.
By binary independence of irrelevant alternatives,
xRΥy ⇔ xRΥ1y.
By Pareto indiﬀerence, yIΥ1w and, therefore,
xRΥ1y ⇔ xRΥ1w.
Using binary independence of irrelevant alternatives again, we obtain
xRΥ1w ⇔ xRΥ2w.
By Pareto indiﬀerence, wIΥ2y and, therefore,
xRΥ2w ⇔ xRΥ2y.
By binary independence of irrelevant alternatives,
xRΥ2y ⇔ xRΥ3y.
By Pareto indiﬀerence, xIΥ3z and, therefore,
xRΥ3y ⇔ zRΥ3y.
By binary independence of irrelevant alternatives,
zRΥ3y ⇔ zRΥ4y.
By Pareto indiﬀerence, yIΥ4w and, therefore,
zRΥ4y ⇔ zRΥ4w.
Using binary independence of irrelevant alternatives once more, we obtain
zRΥ4w ⇔ zR¯ Υw.
Combining the above equivalences, we obtain
xRΥy ⇔ zR¯ Υw,
and strong neutrality is satisﬁed.
Given unlimited domain and our assumption that X contains at least three elements,
strong neutrality is equivalent to the existence of a social-evaluation ordering R on Rn
which can be used to rank the alternatives in X for any proﬁle Υ ∈D .5 The asymmetric
and symmetric factors of R are P and I. Combined with Theorem 2, this observation
yields the following welfarism theorem.6
5 Gevers [1979] uses the term social-welfare ordering for R.
6 See d’Aspremont and Gevers [1977] and Hammond [1979] for a version with a single non-welfare
proﬁle. Bordes, Hammond and Le Breton [1997] and Weymark [1998] prove variants of this theorem with
speciﬁc domain restrictions, again in the single-non-welfare-proﬁle case.
10Theorem 3: Suppose F satisﬁes unlimited domain. F satisﬁes Pareto indiﬀerence and
binary independence of irrelevant alternatives if and only if there exists a social-evaluation
ordering R on Rn such that, for all x,y ∈ X and for all Υ ∈D ,
xRΥy ⇔ U(x)RU(y). (2)
Proof. Clearly, if there exists a social-evaluation ordering R such that (2) is satisﬁed for all
x,y ∈ X and for all Υ ∈D , then F satisﬁes Pareto indiﬀerence and binary independence
of irrelevant alternatives.
Now suppose F satisﬁes unlimited domain, Pareto indiﬀerence and binary indepen-
dence of irrelevant alternatives. By Theorem 2, F satisﬁes strong neutrality. We complete
the proof by constructing the social-evaluation ordering R.F o rall u,v ∈R n, let uRv if
and only if there exist a proﬁle Υ ∈Dand two alternatives x,y ∈ X such that U(x)=u,
U(y)=v and xRΥy. Strong neutrality implies that non-welfare information is irrelevant
and that the relative ranking of any two utility vectors u and v does not depend on the
proﬁle Υ or on the alternatives x and y used to generate u and v. Therefore, R is well-
deﬁned. That R is reﬂexive and complete follows immediately because RΥ is reﬂexive and
complete for all Υ ∈D .I tremains to show that R is transitive. Suppose u,v,q ∈R n are
such that uRv and vRq.B y unlimited domain and the assumption that X contains at
least three alternatives, there exist a proﬁle Υ ∈Dand three alternatives x,y,z ∈ X such
that U(x)=u, U(y)=v and U(z)=q. Because U(x)RU(y) and U(y)RU(z), it follows
that xRΥy and yRΥz by deﬁnition of R. Because RΥ is transitive, we have xRΥz. Hence,
U(x)RU(z) or, equivalently, uRq.
Theorem 3 implies that, for all x,y ∈ X and for all Υ ∈D , xPΥy if and only if
U(x)PU(y) and xIΥy if and only if U(x)IU(y).
The unlimited-domain axiom is crucial for this result. There are some non-welfare-
information domains that permit non-welfarist social evaluation. This occurs because,
on those domains, the constructions used in the proofs are not possible. Consider again
the fat-thin example of Section 3 with four alternatives, two individuals, S1 = {f,t} and
S2 = {t}. Suppose that, instead of the unlimited domain, the domain of the social-
evaluation functional is U×{¯ K, ˆ K}, where ¯ K assigns (f,t,t,f)t othe four alternatives
for person 1 and (t,t,t,t) for person 2 and ˆ K assigns (t,f,f,t)t othe four alternatives for
person 1 and, again, (t,t,t,t) for person 2. This means that non-welfare information for
the four alternatives is (f,t), (t,t), (t,t) and (f,t)i n ¯ K and (t,t), (f,t), (f,t) and (t,t)
in ˆ K. Note that there is no pair of alternatives with the same non-welfare information.
Consequently, binary independence does not apply.
Now consider the following social-evaluation functional. For all x,y ∈ X and for all
U ∈U,
xR(U, ¯ K)y ⇔ U1(x)+U2(x) ≥ U1(y)+U2(y)
11and










2(y). Thus, for all utility proﬁles, alternatives are ranked with utili-
tarianism when the non-welfare proﬁle is ¯ K and with the Gini social-evaluation ordering
when the non-welfare proﬁle is ˆ K. All of our axioms (except for unlimited domain) are
satisﬁed but the principle is not welfarist because there is no proﬁle-independent (single)
ordering of utility vectors that can be used to rank the alternatives.
5. Anonymity
A principle for social evaluation may be welfarist and, at the same time, fail to be impartial.
That would be the case, for example, if a weighted sum of utilities were used to rank
alternatives with a weight of 2 for the utility of person 1 and a weight of 1 for all other
utilities. If there is a single non-welfare proﬁle, such a principle might be justiﬁed by the
fact that person 1 is hardworking in every alternative.
In the single-non-welfare-proﬁle environment, the anonymity axiom that is commonly
used requires the social ordering to be unchanged if utility functions are permuted across
individuals (see Sen [1970]). Although this produces the desired result, the permutation of
utility functions does not change non-welfare information and, as a consequence, the case
for anonymous welfarism is not convincing.
We employ a more compelling anonymity axiom. It requires the social ordering to be
unchanged if both utility functions and individual non-welfare-information functions are
permuted across individuals.
Anonymity: For all Υ, ¯ Υ ∈D ,i fK0 = ¯ K0 and there exists a bijection ρ:N → N such
that Ui = ¯ Uρ(i) and Ki = ¯ Kρ(i) for all i ∈ N, then RΥ = R¯ Υ.
Anonymity is easily defended because it allows non-welfare information to matter. All
that is ruled out is the claim that an individual’s identity justiﬁes special treatment, no
matter what non-welfare information obtains.







Together with unlimited domain, Pareto indiﬀerence and binary independence of irrele-
vant alternatives, anonymity is suﬃcient to ensure that the social-evaluation functional is
welfarist and anonymous. To use anonymity, the permuted proﬁles of the axiom statement
must be in the domain of the social-evaluation functional. Thus, the result of this section
requires the additional assumption that the sets Si are identical for all i ∈ N.
12Theorem 4: Suppose Si = Sj for all i,j ∈ N and F satisﬁes unlimited domain. F
satisﬁes Pareto indiﬀerence, binary independence of irrelevant alternatives and anonymity
if and only if there exists an anonymous social-evaluation ordering R on Rn such that, for
all x,y ∈ X and for all Υ ∈D ,
xRΥy ⇔ U(x)RU(y). (3)
Proof. Clearly, the existence of an anonymous social-evaluation ordering R such that (3)
is satisﬁed for all x,y ∈ X and for all Υ ∈Dimplies that F satisﬁes the required axioms.
Conversely, suppose Si = Sj for all i,j ∈ N and F satisﬁes unlimited domain, Pareto
indiﬀerence, binary independence of irrelevant alternatives and anonymity. By Theorem 3,
there exists a social-evaluation ordering R on Rn such that (3) is satisﬁed for all x,y ∈ X
and for all Υ ∈D .I tremains to show that R must be anonymous.
For j,k ∈ N with j  = k, deﬁne the transposition bijection ¯ ρjk:N → N by ¯ ρjk(j)=k,
¯ ρjk(k)=j and ¯ ρjk(i)=i for all i ∈ N \{ j,k}.F o ru ∈R n and j,k ∈ N with j  = k, let
¯ ujk =( u¯ ρjk(1),...,u¯ ρjk(n)). By unlimited domain, there exist Υ ∈Dand x,y ∈ X such
that U(x)=u and U(y)=¯ ujk. Let ¯ Υjk =( ( U¯ ρjk(1),...,U¯ ρjk(n)),(K0,K¯ ρjk(1),...,K¯ ρjk(n))).
By anonymity, RΥ = R¯ Υjk.
Because U(x)=¯ Ujk(y)=u and U(y)=¯ Ujk(x)=¯ ujk,w eh ave
uR¯ ujk ⇐⇒ xRΥy ⇐⇒ yR¯ Υjkx (4)
and
¯ ujkRu ⇐⇒ yRΥx ⇐⇒ xR¯ Υjky. (5)
Because RΥ = R¯ Υjk, (4) and (5) together imply
uR¯ ujk ⇐⇒ ¯ ujkRu
and, because R is complete, both uR¯ ujk and ¯ ujkRu are true, so uI¯ ujk.
Now let v =( uρ(1),...,u ρ(n)) for any bijection ρ:N → N. Then there exist a ﬁnite
number of transposition bijections such that ρ is the composition of those bijections. By
repeated application of the above argument, uIv.
The anonymity axiom used in this section is not the only possible one. An alter-
nate axiom applies to each proﬁle separately. If the associated utility and individual
non-welfare-information vectors for any one alternative are the same permutation of the
corresponding vectors for a second, the axiom requires the two alternatives to be ranked
as equally good. Neither it nor anonymity requires non-welfare information to be ignored
and, in the presence of our other axioms, both imply anonymous welfarism.
136. Conclusion
Variants of the welfarism theorem can be proved on several diﬀerent domains. If the domain
consists of a single proﬁle, the theorem requires Pareto indiﬀerence only: unlimited domain
and binary independence of irrelevant alternatives are not needed because there is only one
proﬁle (Blackorby, Donaldson and Weymark [1990]). And, as is well known, the theorem
is true with multiple welfare proﬁles and a single non-welfare-information proﬁle.
In both these cases, it would be wrong to conclude that non-welfare information
is irrelevant. In the single-proﬁle case, if all of the utility vectors are distinct, Pareto
indiﬀerence imposes no restriction and it might be true that the principle uses only non-
welfare information in ranking alternatives. This is consistent with the formal deﬁnition
of welfarism; a single ordering of utility vectors exists and it can be used to order the
elements of X.Asimilar observation can be made in the single-non-welfare-proﬁle case.
When the domain of the social-evaluation functional consists of multiple proﬁles of
welfare and non-welfare information, no such ambiguity exists. As Theorem 1 indicates,
any principle with an unlimited domain that satisﬁes Pareto indiﬀerence and binary in-
dependence of irrelevant alternatives must ignore non-welfare information. Our version of
the welfarism theorem is, therefore, more powerful in this sense.
On a multi-proﬁle domain, the welfarism theorem implies that any principle for social
evaluation with an unlimited domain that uses non-welfare information must fail to satisfy
Pareto indiﬀerence or binary independence of irrelevant alternatives. If it does not satisfy
independence, it must be inconsistent across proﬁles. Because independence applies only
to pairs of proﬁles for which welfare and non-welfare information coincide on a pair of
alternatives, such inconsistency is not easily defended. On the other hand, if it does not
satisfy Pareto indiﬀerence, it must also fail to satisfy the basic requirement that a social
improvement should be an individual improvement for at least one person. Such principles
can have little ethical appeal as long as the account of well-being that is employed is a
comprehensive one.
An anonymity axiom that is weaker than the standard one requires the social order-
ing to be unaﬀected if both individual utility and non-utility-information functions are
permuted across individuals. To ensure that permuted proﬁles are well-deﬁned, the ranges
of the individual non-welfare-information functions must be identical and, in that case,
anonymity and our other conditions imply that the social-evaluation ordering must be
anonymous: it ranks all permutations of any utility vector as equally good.
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